The EST is one of the slimmest LED Exit Signs on the market. Measuring 0.86" deep, the EST is roughly half the depth of standard exit signs. Despite its size, the EST meets all the same requirements and listings as standard models. Its low profile and elegant lines complement upscale interior decor.

Includes two 'EXIT' faceplates for single or double-face application. A canopy is also included for ceiling or end mounting. Available in Red or Green LED and White or Black plastic housing finish.

The ESBL2L satisfies outdoor exit sign and emergency lighting requirements with one unit. An impact-resistant polycarbonate shield protect the exit sign face(s). A gasket around the lens creates a watertight seal, protecting electronics from corrosion. Two adjustable 3.6W LED lamp heads provide optimal center-to-center spacing.

Available in White, Black or Grey ABS plastic housing. Options include Self Diagnostic Testing, Remote Capable battery, and Internal Battery Heater for cold weather.